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1. INTRODUCTION 
We present a characterization of weak sequential convergence in the 
space of Bochn,er integrable functions. This allows us to present an 
approximate version of Fatou’s Lemma for the vector case. Our results 
generalize Artstein’s Cl] work in the spirit of Khurana’s [I I] 
generalization f the Grothendieck-Peressini characterization of weak 
sequential convergence in the space of essentially bounded measurable 
functions. Our results are motivated by problems in mathematical 
economics; see, for example, [lo]. 
2. THE RESULTS 
Let (T, Y-, p) be a complete, finite, positive, nonatomic measure space, X
a separable Banach space over the real numbers R and X* the topological 
dual of 2’. The norm in X and X* will be denoted by 11.11. For any A &X, 
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let w A, co A, cl A, respectively, stand for the closed convex hull, convex 
hull, and norm closure of the set A. Let L,(p, X) denote the space of all 
equivalence classes of X-valued Bochner integrable functions defined on T 
with llfll, =jr Ilf(t)ll &(t). We shall abbreviate L,(p, R) to Li@) and 
denote the subspace of essentially bounded measurable functions of L,(p) 
by L,(p). Finally, for any sequence {x,} chosen from X, let ,9(x,} denote 
its (possibly empty) set of weak limit points, i.e., limit points in the 
topology 0(X, X*). 
We can now present 
THEOREM 1. Let {fn) be a sequence from LI(pL, X) such thaffn(f)~ K, K 
weakly compact, for all t E T, for all n, and suppose {f,} converges weakly 
i.e., in a(L,(p, X), L,(p, X)*), tof: Then a.e. in T,f(t)~~~Ls{f,(t)}. 
By using Theorem 1, we can also prove an approximate version of 
Fatou’s Lemma for Banach spaces; see [ 1 ] for a statement for an 
Euclidean -space. 
THEOREM 2. Let (fn> be a sequencefrom L,(p, X) such that {f,(t)) E K, 
K weakly compact, for all t E T, for all n and let the weak limit w lim, _ m 
jTfn(t) dp(t) exist. Then for all E > 0 there exists an f tz L,(p, X) such that: 
(a) f(t)ELs{f,(t)} a.e. in Tand 
tb) IIjrf(t) b(t) - w Lh4 m {rfn(t) 44t)ll GE. 
3. PROOFS 
For our proof of Theorem 1 we use Artstein’s characterization of weak 
convergence in L,(p), the Hahn-Banach theorem and the measurability of
the graph of the limit point correspondence. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose the theorem is false. Then there exists 
SET-, p(S)>0 such that f(t)$ETLs(f,(t)}. Let LS(p, X) be the space of 
Bochner integrable functions defined on (S, Ys, ps), the restriction f
(T, Y, 1) to S. Similarly, let fs be the restriction off to the set S and 2’ = 
{gELS(~,X):g(t)E~LLs{f,(t)} a.e. in S}. By hypothesisfS 4 X. It is clear 
that &’ is convex. It is also closed. To see this, let (2,) be a sequence 
chosen from 2’ and which converges to Z in norm \l*Jj i. But convergence 
in the mean implies convergence in measure [7, III. 3.63 and convergence 
in measure implies that there exists a subsequence {Zt} which converges 
almost everywhere, [7, III. 6.31. Since W Ls{fJt)} is obviously closed, our 
assertion is proved. 
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Next, we assert hat X is nonempty. Since X is separable, the weak 
topology on K is metrizable, [7, V. 6.31. Since K is weakly compact, it is 
also separable and complete, [3, pp. 56-571. We can now appeal to 
Lemma 4.1 in [6] to assert hat the set-valued mapping Ls{f,(*)} has a 
measurable graph. Since Ls(f,(t)} is complete and nonempty for all t in T, 
we can appeal to Theorem III.6 in [2] to assert he existence of a selector. 
Since X is separable, the norm Bore1 a-algebra is identical to the weak 
Bore1 a-algebra [S, Theorem 2Sb] and thus our selector is strongly 
measurable [S, Theorem 2.131. Since weakly compact sets are weakly 
bounded [3, p. 591 and therefore bounded in norm [7, V. 7.81, our selector 
is integrable. 
We can now appeal to [7, V. 2.101 to assert that there exists 4 E 
(LS(p, X))*, $ #O such that (4, f") > (4, z) for all ZE%. But it is well 
known [S, p. 1123 that 4 can be represented by a function p: T-, X* such 
that (x, p) is measurable for every x E X and I(pjJ E L,(p). We can thus 
write 
Now let h” and h be functions from S to R such that h”(t) = (p(t), f,(t)) 
and h(t) = (p(t), j(t)). It is clear that h” is a uniformly bounded sequence 
chosen from L:(p). It is also clear that h” tends weakly to h. To see this, 
pick any gE (L?(p))* = LS,(,U) and let M= /IgIl,. 
Then 
/J 
g(~P”(~) - h(f)) 44f) G M 
I I 
5 (h”(t) -h(t)) 44t) . (2) s S 
But the right-hand side of (2) can be made arbitrarily small since f, tends 
weakly tof: 
We can apply Proposition C in [I] to conclude that a.e. in S, hi 
co Ls{h”(l)}, i.e., (p(t),f(l)) ECO Ls((p(t),f,(t))}. But it is clear that for 
any AcX, XEX* 
co(x,A)=(x,coA). (3) 
To see this, pick z E <x, co A ). Then there exists a positive integer k and 
z~EA, li>O; i=l,..., k Cf==, li=l such that z=(x,C~=~A~Z~). By 
linearity ofx, this can be rewritten as z = Cf= i Ai(x, zi) which implies zE 
co (x, A). To prove the other direction, pick z E co(x, A). Then there xists 
a positive integer k and Z~E A, 1,> 0, i= l,..., k, Cf=, Ai = 1 such that z = 
Cf==, &(x, zi). Again by linearity, z= (x, Cf==, lizi) which implies 
ZE (x, co A). 
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We thus obtain that (p(t), f(t)) E (p(t), co L~{j~(f)} ) and hence 
s, (P(f)l f(f)> 44f) E [(At), z(t)> 44th 
VzE (gELf(p, X): g(t)eco Ls{f,(t)} a.e. in S}. (4) 
Hence we obtain a contradiction to 1 and the proof is complete. 1 
Our proof of Theorem 2 is based on Diestel’s theorem [4] and on the 
result in [9] that the operators W and l commute. 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 2 in [4 3, we know that 
{ftz L,(p, X):f( t) E K a.e. in T; K weakly compact} is weakly compact. 
Thus there exists a subsequence (fi} which tends to f: By Theorem 1 
above, f(t) E W Ls f;(t) a.e. in T. Thus 
where the integral of a set-valued function is the collection fthe integrals 
of all integrable s lections. On appealing to Lemma 4.1 in [6], we see that 
Ls{ fi( t)} is weakly measurable. However by Proposition III.13 in [2] we 
can assert hat the graph of Ls(fi} is measurable with respect o the weak 
Bore1 o-algebra nd hence [S, Theorem 2.5b] the strong Bore1 a-algebra. 
We can now appeal to Theorem 1 in [9] to assert 
j is L4flW) 44t) =cl jLs{S;(t)} &(f). (2) 
T T 
It is clear that jTS( t) dp(t) = w Lim jTJn(f) &(t). To see this, pick any 
ti EX*. Then Lim($y jT f”(t) b(t)) = Jim ST (1(1, f,(t)> &(t)= 
JT($,f(f))) &(t)= ($,jrf(t) &(t)). Thus the claim, as well as the 
theorem, is proved. 1 
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